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On the shores of lake Nam Ngum,
in northern Laos,
two destinies cross paths.
On one hand, France a young woman 
sought after by two men
from opposite worlds.
On the other, Hugo, a Frenchman
in search of the woman who left him
a year earlier.

Synopsis



1. This is your first feature-length fiction film shot in Laos, after TUK TUK (2012) and a number of documentary films 
(JOURNAL DU RETOUR / RETURN DIARY, 2004, ICI FINIT L’EXIL / THIS IS WHERE EXILE ENDS, 2009) including 
other works inextricably tied to the history of your homeland. What was the project for GOODBYE MISTER WONG?

I came to France in 1976 when I was ten years old. This project is the reflection of a lifetime steeped into French culture; but I never 
forgot my Laotian roots. At the outset, the script revolved around France’s relationship (Nini Vilivong) with Hugo (Marc Barbé) whose 
rise in her family rekindled memories of her French father. The subject then shifted towards China’s influence over current economic 
development in Laos. Behind its fairy-tale appearances, Goodbye Mister Wong is a bittersweet tale.

2. Laos is rarely represented in cinema. Is the production of this film also a political act?

It was in Marseille that I became a film-maker with the Film flamme collective. Since then, my producer Shellac and I have been 
contributing to the resurgence of cinema in Laos. There are no film schools in Laos today; just three movie theatres in the whole country, 
and a handful of producers working with practically no perspectives for diffusion. Having said that, that’s where we are and should be: this 
is an eminently political choice.

3. Laotian, Chinese, English and French: the languages moving through the film also narrate the country’s history.
How did you integrate them through the writing phases?

English and Chinese come from thrillers and westerns I watch on streaming platforms. Such languages with no whimsical embellishments 
helped me simplify the script. If the actress knew how to speak Chinese, France would have spoken Chinese with Tony Wong (Soulasath S.) 
the businessman, since it’s the language of business. I took immense pleasure in writing the scenes where Hugo the French has no 
understanding of what people are saying around him, as well as those where Nathalie Richard (Nadine) speaks a few words in Laotian. 
And when I wrote the French-language dialogues for Laotians, it was as if I had composed music.
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4. What is the status of archival images and where do they come from?

The dream-like, underwater images come from a documentary shot in 2005 by the lake Nam Ngum. Other archival materials such as 
aerial images from different collections are an echo of domination or colonial wars.

5. Desire for romanesque is therefore confronted with the reality of Laos, its political and economic issues.
The country is not just a setting but a character in its own right. How was it inscribed at the centre of narration?

My films quickly turn into archives of an ever-changing Laos. Five years from now, once we’ve seen what the Chinese have done with the 
lake, we’ll get nostalgic about what it used to be in the film Goodbye Mister Wong. The real future of Laos is « Welcome, Mister Wong! »... 
Love tales have enabled me to broach all sorts of delicate subjects.

6. How did you envision France’s role and the way the other characters revolve around it?

The first choice for the title of the film was France. I was writing her story: a little girl from Indochina holding the weapons in her 
hands to understand what is at stake in China’s domination over Laos. She knows how to reject the Chinese billionaire’s advances. Hers is 
an absolutely central role, a true heroine’s.

7. How did you handle this casting of Laotian and French actors?

Laotians interpret the Chinese, Soulasath S. interprets Tony Wong’s role; he’s a director. Khamhou Phanludeth, interpreting France’s 
lover, is the only professional Laotian actor. For that particular role, I was looking for some kind of cowboy who could keep up with 
Tony Wong and his monolithic presence. The other Laotian actors are amateurs. In order to underscore cultural differences, we needed 
experienced French actors. France’s role is separate. Nini Vilivong never played in a film; she accepted so that one day her children might 
have pleasant memories of their mother.





8. France works in a karaoke restaurant providing opportunities for wonderful song sequences. What is their value for you?

Songs provide rhythm for Laotians’ life. My dream is to produce a musical comedy set in Laos. A traditional musical form from Laotian 
rural areas is close to musical comedy; it’s called the mor lam, a chant with dialogue between a man and a woman.

9. There are very few shots in this film. How do you account for such economy in staging?

I write very few words, and very few shots. Much of the dialogue is suppressed during the shooting. Montage finally takes away whatever 
no longer belongs there. Actually, I work by hear. The sound atmosphere determines how long the shots are going to last.

10. As for TUK TUK, you filmed in 16 mm. How did you work with photography director Aaron Sievers? 

In Laos, film was at a standstill for thirty years. The Sleeping Beauty cannot fall asleep in traditional argentique photography and 
suddenly wake up in digital. Aaron Sievers knows Laos and 16 mm technology very well. He knows that the most beautiful light comes 
before ten in the morning, and that from 4pm on, the diaphragm decreases every ten minutes, and at night fuses are consumed really fast. 
On the plateau, he’s the one I direct the actors’ movements with. Plus, he’s a sailor: that really helped us on the ships all through the film.

 Interview by Olivier Pierre in catalogue FIDMarseille (july 2020)





Born in Laos, Klyé Simon Lang moved to France in 1976 at the age of 10. After studying visual 
arts, he held a teaching position for 10 years before devoting himself to photography, writing 
and film. The 2000s are for Lang, a decade of cinematographic experimentations within the 
Film flamme collective based in Marseille. In 2007 he initiated a collaboration with Shellac 
in an effort to revive cinematographic production in Laos : Ici finit l’exil / feature-length / 
documentary / 2010 - Tuk tuk / medium-length / fiction / 2012 - Goodbye Mister Wong / 
feature-length / fiction /2020.

2012 TUK TUK
2009 ICI FINIT L’EXIL
2005  THE DAY BEFORE THE DAY AFTER
2004 JOURNAL D’UN RETOUR
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The part of creation involving actors in film consists in a series of upheavals. That’s because the overwhelming feeling that occurs by 
what is produced in their company never leaves you. It’s all a game that consists in transforming what is written into idle talk, as if being 
serious matters as much as being frivolous, the memory operating on the mind as would an eraser on a pencil draft. The erasure of the 
script’s storyline reveals a fiction that is continually hidden and reinvented on-set.

I did not direct Marc Barbé much as I quickly acknowledged the fact that Hugo’s character would be determined by the actor’s embodiment 
of him. I therefore was able to see him rise to the various challenges posed by the script, with him showing his ability to go from a clownish 
to a more withheld performance, from tears to laughter, from frenzy to despondency. Between takes, we would talk more about cinema 
than about the character he was portraying. Also, whenever an action needed to be specified, our conversations revolved more around 
creative writing than acting techniques.

Similarly, in regards to Nathalie Richard, this was less an attempt at directing than infinitely expanding the freedom she has acquired 
throughout the 35 years of her artistic practice. My odd task of directing - intensively watching the actors during the takes, talking with them 
before and after the shootings - with her found its energy in the sheer pleasure and physical emotion of being a special type of spectator. 
Being simultaneously in the front row and backstage, concurrently the author and translator of a fiction that is given to her to be deciphered.

Finally, what is there to say of Nini Vilivong who was auditioned five weeks before the filming started? She had never been an actress, 
furthermore playing the lead role in a feature-length film.

However she exhibited from the very start her outstanding acting capabilities. This is her breakthrough role.
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Thomas Ordonneau (Producer)
Born in Paris and living in Marseille, Thomas Ordonneau after studying modern literature and stint at l’école des Gobelins, commenced 

his career in cinema by working on film sets and in various parisian theatres. He then joined “Magouric productions” with whom he soon 
founded “Magouric distribution”.

In 2003 he established the “Shellac” label, intended for the development of new talent as well as the search and support of challenging 
cinematographic expressions. He has notably crossed paths with Alain Guiraudie, Miguel Gomes, Arnaud et Jean-Marie Larrieu, Serge 
Bozon, Valérie Donzelli, Arnaud des Pallières, Alessandro Comodin, João Nicolau, Léonor Seraille, Leyla Bouzid, Damien Manivel, Pietro 
Marcello... and many more, at the time of their very first films.

Setha Mongkhoun (Associate Producer)
Born in Luang Prabang, Setha Mongkhoun, whose real name is Kévin Sourivong, lives between France and Laos. After graduating from 

film school with a director’s degree in 1992, he established his production company in Laos in 2016.

2020  SHADOW (by Soulasath Saul)
2019  ENTRE DEUX MONDES (by Setha Mongkhoun)
2018  GOODBYE MISTER WONG (by Kiyé Simon Luang)
2017  REDEMPTION (by Setha Mongkhoun)
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France Nini Vilivong
Hugo Marc Barbé
Tony Wong Soulasath Saul 
Nadine Nathalie Richard
Xana Khamhou Phanludeth 
France’s Mother Phourasamy Vilay
Toui Thongmay Niyomkham
France’s Uncle Souvanlay Phetchanpheng 
France’s Aunt Maly Inthapannya
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Image Aaron Sievers
Sound  Pierre Alain Mathieu
Editor Frédéric Fichefet
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Mixing Ange Hubert
Color grading Pierre Choqueux 
Manager Soulasath Souvannavong

Executive producer Francine Cadet
Associate producers Setha Mongkhoun
 Martin Derain
 Mélanie Dieter
 Julien Sigalas
 Sandra Bigot
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